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ABSTRACT. The Composition of Probabilistic Preferences is here applied to combine eight indicators of human development. The four components of HDI are considered together with indices of inequality in longevity, schooling, and income, and the UNDP Gender Development Index. To compose the probabilities of preference by the different criteria, a pessimistic and conservative point of view is taken. This point of view, while generating the global score, results in employing for each option the probability of not presenting the lowest evaluation according to any criterion, increasing the importance assigned in the computations to the proximity to the frontier of worst performances. Alternative rankings of the 188 countries ranked in the 2015 and the 2016 Human Development Report are obtained. Capacities allowing for interactions between up to eight components are employed. Representative profiles of ordered classes are derived from the rankings. Classifications of the countries into previously determined classes are also performed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Human Development Index (HDI) was created to drive attention, in the evaluation of development, to aspects overshadowed by economic variables like the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and its variants. In the computation of HDI, health and education conditions, directly accessed by longevity and schooling evaluations, are combined with a per capita income index to produce a unique score. There is a natural difficulty in combining different dimensions in a global score and different rules combining health, education, and income components have been tried in different moments (UNDP, 2016).

To be more efficiently employed to drive actions to reduce inequality between countries, the index should consider other dimensions in addition to those present in its initial formulation.
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Claims for the inclusion of the political dimension, involving the democratic freedoms, the legal safety, and the protection of discriminated groups, have been heard since the first years of computation of the Index (Haq, 1995; Sen, 2001; Klugman, Rodriguez & Choi, 2011; Gurgel & Mota, 2013). The aspect of sustainability, considering the interests of future generations, mainly affected by the environmental dimension and the need of preservation of natural resources, is also missing (Neumayer, 2001). During the last decade, other important improvements, adding new dimensions, like technology and culture, were suggested by Kovacevic (2010) and Mayer-Foulkes (2010).

Among all dimensions, those considering the inequality in assessing goods and services are those of main concern. The per capita income does not consider the intensity of poverty that stems from income inequality in the access to development. Inequalities in health and education are also not considered in the respective aggregate indices. Recently, a corrected HDI to consider inequality was included in the Human Development Report (UNDP, 2015). In this inequality adjusted HDI, a component measuring inequality in longevity, schooling and income modifies the basic index. Another important aspect is gender inequality (Ferrant, 2014; Klasen, 2006; Permanyer, 2013). Different forms to access it have also been contemplated in the successive annual reports, leading to a set of four dimensions where the measurement of inequality is present in UNDP (2015).

In addition to lack these important dimensions of human well being, even in the dimensions taken into account, each component of the index evaluates the development only imprecisely. In Sant’Anna (2015), the ability of the Composition of Probabilistic Preferences (CPP) in considering the measurements imprecision is explored. Using CPP, the components of HDI are combined through probabilities of joint occurrence. This allows also to eliminate the need of employing ad hoc methods to get different dimensions comparable.

Here CPP is employed to combine, in parallel with the four initial components, four inequality evaluation ones. To assign higher importance to the effort to escape poverty, the CPP scores generated are based on the probability of not reaching the frontier of worst behavior in the measurement of any of its eight components.

The probabilistic scores so obtained are used not only to directly rank the countries but also to determine a Choquet capacity (Choquet, 1953) to be used, as in Merad et al. (2013), in subsequent compositions. One such application of the Choquet capacity consists in developing a CPP-Tri (Sant’Anna et al., 2015) procedure to classify the 188 countries in homogeneous classes.

2 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

2.1 The Ranking Procedure

CPP is a methodology designed to take into account, in the composition of decision criteria, the presence of imprecision. By treating the evaluations as observations of random variables, it generates rules, based on probabilities of choice to rank options evaluated by different criteria or different judges. Its first step consists in associating probability distributions to the evaluations
of each option. The key idea is that each evaluation determines a value around which the measurements may vary. Instead of exact final preferences, the observed values are seen as location parameters of the probability distributions of possible values that would be assigned to the same option in other preference assessments under similar circumstances. In other words, the exact values of the decision matrix are turned into parameters of random variables.

The replacement of exact measurements by probability distributions enables to calculate the probability of each measure to be the preferred option according to each criterion. Applying proper composition rules, from these probabilities relative to each criterion global probabilities of preference may derive.

The simplest composition rule explores the basic concepts of conditional probabilities. The probabilities of being the best option according to each criterion are considered as conditional on preference for such criterion. Thus, an unconditional global preference is determined as a linear combination of these conditional probabilities. The preferences for the criteria enter as the marginal probabilities of the conditioning events.

An advantage of the probabilistic transformation is to give the evaluations according to different criteria the same form of probabilities. This allows to combine them through a Choquet integral with respect to a capacity, rather than by a weighted average as above suggested. The concept of capacity, developed by Choquet to extend the physical concept corresponding to the total charge a component can hold while maintaining a given potential energy, became an extension of the mathematical concept of measure (Choquet, 1986). In the context of multicriteria analysis, a capacity in a finite set of criteria \( S \) is any nondecreasing function \( C \) defined on the algebra of parts of \( S \), satisfying the constraints of \( C(\emptyset) = 0 \) and \( C(S) = 1 \).

Using a Choquet integral with respect to a capacity instead of a weighted average corresponds to allowing for interaction between the criteria, instead of imposing additivity. In the capacity, the presence of positive interaction between two sets of criteria is revealed giving a higher value to the union of the sets and the presence of negative interaction by giving a lower value.

To evaluate the level of interaction, Shapley (1953) values may be used. The Shapley value of a criterion expresses its relative importance in the decision problem, i.e. its power to make alone the decision regardless the remaining criteria (Grabisch & Roubens, 2000). The Shapley value of criterion \( c \) of the set of criteria \( S \) in the capacity \( C \) in \( S \) is given by Shapley

\[
(C, c) = \sum K \subseteq S \setminus \{c\}((#(S \setminus \{c\})!/(#(S)!))C(K \cup \{c\}) - C(K)).
\]

If a criterion tends to present positive interaction with other criteria its Shapley value will be higher than its individual capacity. The opposite will happen if it tends to interact negatively.

The Choquet integral \( I_C(f) \) of the function \( f \) defined on the set \( S = \{c_1, \ldots, c_s\} \) with respect to the capacity \( C \) on \( S \) is obtained in the following way: first determine a permutation \( [c_{(1)}, \ldots, c_{(s)}] \) of \( S \) such that \( f(c_{(1)}) \leq f(c_{(2)}) \leq \ldots \leq f(c_{(s)}) \) and set \( f(c_{(0)}) = 0 \); then,

\[
I_C(f) = \sum_{k=1}^{s} (f(c_{(k)}) - f(c_{(k-1)}))C([c_{(k)}, c_{(k+1)}, \ldots, c_{(s)}]).
\]
Equivalently, 

\[ I_C(f) = \sum_{k \in \{1, ..., s\}} f(c_k) \left( C\left(\{c_{k+1}, ..., c_s\}\right) - C\left(\{c_1, ..., c_k\}\right)\right). \]

This definition makes the value of the integral higher when the value given by one of two criteria is high; it is also higher if there is positive interaction between the criteria than if it is negative.

A third form of composition permitted by the probabilistic transformation consists in employing probabilities of unions and intersections. To compute these probabilities, hypotheses of independence and of maximal dependence may be assumed. Maximal dependence leads to calculate the probability of the intersection by the minimum of the probabilities of the events intersecting and the probability of the union by the maximum, in a form of composition equivalent to the application of the principles of necessity and sufficiency of Fuzzy Logic (Zadeh, 1999). Independence allows to use the product where maximal dependence would use the minimum, enhancing robustness. The importance of the dependence in particular contexts can be assessed comparing by the joint probabilities computed under the two hypotheses.

Four variants of this last form of composition are studied in Sant’Anna (2015), exploring the extreme positions in conservatism and pessimism axes. In the first axis, the decision maker in the progressive side of the axis considers the probabilities of maximizing the preference according to the criteria, while that in the conservative side prefers to consider the probabilities of not minimizing it. The progressive decision maker pays attention to distances to the extremes of excellence, while the conservative one pays attention to distances to the extreme of worst performance. On the other hand, in the optimistic-pessimistic axis, the optimistic extreme is to consider satisfactory being the best in at least one criterion or not being the worst by all of them. The global score is then determined by the probability of maximizing preference according to at least one among the multiple criteria or not minimizing it according to all of them. Alternatively, in the pessimistic extreme, preference is measured by the probability of maximizing the preference according to all criteria or not minimizing it with respect to any of them.

In the present case, a reason to take a conservative approach is given by the priority to maximize the distance from extreme poverty and a reason to take a pessimistic approach by the need to avoid that extreme in every dimension of development.

2.1.1 Algorithm for Capacity Estimation

The computation of these joint probabilities may be used in a preliminary stage of composition by the Choquet integral. If there is a possibility of interaction between the criteria in the determination of the preferred option, such interaction may be assessed by comparing the maxima of the preferences along the options for the criteria taken together and isolated. In Sant’Anna (2015), this idea is developed to build an estimation procedure for the capacity driving the combination of the criteria. The capacity of each set is made proportional to the maximum along the options of the probabilities of being preferred according to at least one of the criteria in the set.
The constant of proportionality depends on the maximal number $q$ of sets with interaction taken into account in the computation of the integral. Formally, the capacity of a set $A = \{A_1, \ldots, A_m\}$ of a number $m \leq q$ of criteria will be given by $C(A) = \max_j \{1 - \prod_{k \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} (1 - P_{jk})\}/M$, where $n$ is the number of options, $P_{jk}$ is the probability of option $j$ being the preferred by the $k$-th criterion among all options and $M$ is the maximum of $C(A)$ for $A$ varying along the sets of $q$ criteria. For sets of more than $q$ criteria, the capacity is set equal to 1.

Small values of $q$ make easier the interpretation of the results, with the counterpart of biasing the final scores by subestimating the possible interaction in sets of a larger number of elements.

### 2.2 The Classification Procedure

In the classification approach, instead of ranking the options, the goal is to allocate each option in one of a set of ordered classes, previously determined. In CPP-Tri, the classes are determined by representative profiles.

To introduce the methodology in detail, we may consider each option separately. Let us denote this single option assessments according to the $s$ criteria by a vector $(a_1, \ldots, a_s)$ of $R_s$. Let us denote by $C = \{C_1, \ldots, C_r\}$ the set of $r$ classes, ordered in such a way that higher indices correspond to better options. Each class is represented by a representative profile, which is a vector of $R_s$ whose coordinates are typical evaluations by the $s$ criteria of an option belonging to such class. In the present application, each class will be represented by a unique profile. Let us denote by $(A_{i1}, \ldots, A_{is})$ the representative profile of the $i$-th class.

The classification rule depends on the property of the probabilities of the evaluations of the option being above the profiles of a class with a higher index not being larger than the probabilities of being above those of a class with a smaller index while, inversely, the probabilities of being below are not smaller. Formally, this property holds if the profiles satisfy the non-crossing condition: if $i_1 < i_2$, then $A_{i1k} \leq A_{i2k}$ for all $k$ from 1 to $m$.

The classification procedure runs as follows. Derive from each $a_k$ a random variable $X_k$ measuring the preference for the option by the respective criterion. Denote by $A_{i1}^+$ and $A_{i1}^-$, respectively, the probability of $X_k$ to assume values above and below the coordinate $A_{ik}$ of the representative profile of the $i$-th class:

$$A_{i1}^+ = P[X_k > A_{ik}] \quad \text{and} \quad A_{i1}^- = P[X_k < A_{ik}].$$

The rule for the composition of global scores $A_{i1}^+$ and $A_{i1}^-$ of position in relation to the $i$-th class is based on the joint probability of the option being, respectively, above and below the class profiles according to all criteria. Assuming independence between the coordinates $X_k$ corresponding to different criteria, the final scores will be $A_{i1}^+ = \prod_k A_{ik}^+$ and $A_{i1}^- = \prod_k A_{ik}^-$. The final step consists in locating the option in the class $i$ with the smallest absolute value for the difference $A_{i1}^+ - A_{i1}^-$. Ties may happen and the option may be indifferently located in contiguous classes. However, with continuous distributions and suitable numerical precision, an option receiving the same score for different classes will be rare.
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As in the case of ranking, in CPP-Tri other composition rules may be applied, instead of that based on joint probabilities. To take into account the possibility of interaction between the criteria, Choquet integrals may be used to combine the \( A_{ik}^+ \) and the \( A_{ik}^- \). In the present application, the capacity derived by maximizing preferences as described in the preceding section will be used in this form of composition.

In principle, the a priori determination of classes by means of the representative profiles is required. In practice, it is not necessary. This is due to the fact that, in practice, not one option only, but many options are classified. Representative profiles of the classes can be derived from the observation of the values assigned to the different options. A typical profile for the \( i \)-th of \( r \) classes may be the vector whose \( k \)-th coordinate is the quantile of order \( \frac{2i - 1}{2r} \) of the set of evaluations of the options according to the \( k \)-th criterion. For example, to determine five classes, the coordinates of the representative profiles will be formed, respectively, by the values of the first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth deciles of the set of evaluations by each criterion. Analogously, in the case of nine classes, the nine deciles will be used.

This way to build representative profiles may result in vectors of profiles very different from those actually observed in the joint assessment of the options by the set of criteria. In fact, options with vectors of evaluations close to those found in the profiles formed by extreme quantiles, with very low or very high ratings by all the criteria, are rarely found. A slightly different strategy will be employed here to generate more realistic profiles. Instead of seeking quantiles of order \( \frac{2i - 1}{2r} \) in the ordering by each criterion isolated, it consists of selecting as representative profile the whole vector of evaluations of the option placed in this position in a global ranking.

A problem with this last strategy is that, unlike the profiles generated reaping the quantiles of distributions on isolated criteria, these vectors may not serve as representative profiles if they do not satisfy the non-crossing condition. The elements of the vector of evaluations of a country ranked in a position higher than another need not be all better than those of the other. If that happens, corrections must be applied wherever such prohibited crossing occurs. The following inversion correction algorithm is used here to obtain profiles without inversions but still close to those vectors of real evaluations initially selected.

### 2.2.1 Algorithm for Correction of Inversions

Denote by \( Q_{ik} \) the correction for the coordinate \( A_{ik} \).

If the number \( r \) of classes is an odd number, keep unchanged the central class, that of order \( (r + 1)/2 \). If \( r \) is even, replace the coordinates of the profiles of the classes of order \( r/2 \) and \( r/2 + 1 \) that present inversions by their arithmetic mean. That means, if \( A_{r/2k} > A_{r/2k+1} \), then \( Q_{r/2k} = Q_{r/2k+1} = (A_{r/2k} + A_{r/2k+1})/2 \).

For those classes \( i \) satisfying \( 1 < i < r/2 \) (that means, for those classes whose profiles must be smaller than those of the central classes, except for the first), make the following corrections in a decreasing order:
1) if \( Q_{i+k} < A_{i+k} \), then: if \( A_{i-1} > Q_{i-1+k} \), then \( Q_{i+k} = Q_{i-1+k} \); otherwise, \( Q_{i+k} = (A_{i-1} + Q_{i-1+k})/2 \); and

2) if \( Q_{i+k} = A_{i+k} \), then \( Q_{i+k} = A_{i+k} \).

Analogously, for the classes \( i \) satisfying \((r + 1)/2 < i < r\), (that means, for those classes whose profiles must be larger than those of the central classes, except for the last one), in an increasing order:

1) if \( Q_{i-1} > A_{i-1} \), then: if \( A_{i+1} > Q_{i+1} \), then \( Q_{i-1} = Q_{i+1} \); otherwise, \( Q_{i-1} = (A_{i+1} - Q_{i+1})/2 \); and

2) if \( Q_{i-1} \leq A_{i-1} \), then \( Q_{i-1} = A_{i-1} \).

For the first class: if \( Q_{2k} < A_{1k} \), then \( Q_{2k} = Q_{2k} \); otherwise, \( Q_{2k} = A_{1k} \).

For the last class, if \( Q_{r-1} > Q_{r} \), then \( Q_{r-1} = Q_{r-1} \); otherwise, \( Q_{r} = A_{r} \).

3 THE MODEL WITH INEQUALITY COMPONENTS

3.1 The Components of the Index

In its last computations (UNDP, 2015; 2016), the following indices were used to compose HDI: life expectancy at birth, with limits of 20 and 85 years (UNDESA, 2015), the natural logarithm of gross national income per capita, with limits of 100 and 75000 dollars, adjusted according to the 2011 PPP (WORLD BANK, 2016) and, as education indicator, the arithmetic mean between two educational measures: the average number of years that a 25-year-old person at present attended school (Barro & Lee, 2016) and the expected value of the number of years that a six-year-old person at present will attend school (UNESCO, 2016). This second parameter is estimated from the current distribution of school enrollment raised in national censuses and surveys and employing the estimation methodology of Barro & Lee (2016). These last two indicators are standardized to values between zero and one, by dividing the first by 15 and the second by 18. The other two are standardized by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the range. To these four components, four indicators of reduction of inequality are here added: the life expectancy, education and income inequality indicators of UNDP and its Gender Development Index (UNDP, 2016).

The three components relative to inequality in the distribution of HDI dimensions are also extracted from the 2015 and 2016 Human Development Reports. In these reports, following Atkinson (1970) proposal with aversion parameter \( e \) equal to 1, equality is measured by the ratio between the geometric mean and the arithmetic mean of the distribution. These means are calculated for distributions obtained using the life tables provided by UNDESA (2015) in the case of life expectancy, household survey data in the case of schooling and for the income, disposable household income or consumption per capita data from the same international databases and household surveys. For a few countries, the last was obtained from an asset index matching methodology (Harttgen & Vollmer, 2011). Income per capita outliers – extremely high incomes...
as well as negative and zero incomes – were dealt with by truncating at the top 0.5 percentile of the distribution and by replacing the negative and zero incomes by the minimum positive income.

UNDP publishes also a Gender Inequality Index that incorporates in the analysis a set of variables measuring concepts such as adolescent birth rate, share of parliament seats, attainment of educational levels and labour market participation. To keep the measurement of inequality restricted to the concepts composing the HDI, in this work the Gender Development Index (GDI) has been used in place of the Gender Inequality Index. GDI is calculated as the ratio between a female HDI and a male HDI, both determined by composing life expectancy, mean and expected schooling, and per capita income indices for each gender as in the composition of the general HDI. Note that the computation of life expectancy indices by gender takes into account the average of five years of biological advantage of women over men. This results in using for women limits of 22.5 and 87.5 years and for men limits of 17.5 and 82.5 years.

It was not possible to compute all four last indicators for all 188 countries for which the HDI was computed. Thus, the missing data were replaced by the minimum observed for the same component. The meaning of this assignment rule may be read as relating not measuring inequality in some dimension to disregarding the presence in the country of inequality in that dimension. This may be unfair to countries whose missing values are due to collecting difficulties not related to high inequality. The consequences of this assumption are discussed, below, in the analysis of the obtained scores. A full account of the data sources and procedures used in these estimations is available at: http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/ihdi/.

3.2 The Model

The application of CPP starts by treating the observed values of the HDI components as location parameters of random variables. Following the practice adopted in the construction of HDI, that is to constrain the indicators within 0 to 1, the recorded assessments for each country in each indicator are treated as modes of triangular random variables with distributions varying from 0 to 1. In a conservative approach, this implies the presence of asymmetry in the evaluation process, the higher values more probably incorporating positive disturbances than the smaller ones.

In Sant’Anna et al. (2015), for the distribution of the HDI components in the range [0,1], beta distributions were used with parameters estimated on the basis of observations of a sequence of nine years. With the inclusion of the four components measuring inequality, only available by 2015, there are not enough data to apply this approach. Beta and triangular distributions, in addition to bounding variation to the interval [0,1], are both asymmetrical, assigning higher probability to drifts downward in the case of high modes and upwards otherwise. In the case of HDI, where the values of the components are becoming higher over time, this produces an automatic adjustment toward lower scores.

In the initial procedure to rank the countries, to compose the probabilities of preference by the different criteria, a pessimistic conservative point of view is taken. This is justified by the priority of the aim of moving away from the worst situations and to the idea that this objective should
equally apply to all dimensions. To generate the global score for each option, this point of view results in employing the joint probability of not presenting the lowest evaluation according to any criterion.

To compute the probabilities, independence between distributions is initially assumed. Thus, the score for each particular country is obtained as the product, along the eight components, of the probabilities of the value of the indicator for that country not being the lowest among the 188 values for it. After the joint probabilities are computed, they can be used to derive a capacity and the composition at the classification stage employs a Choquet integral with respect to the so derived capacity. This corresponds to a relaxation of the assumption of independence, justified by the fact that the inequality measurements partially involve repetition of the calculations of the basic components.

The capacities employed were derived from the probabilities of minimization of preferences as described in Section 2.2, admitting the interaction between criteria up to a given number \( q \). The capacities of the sets increase, as expected, with the value of \( q \), but, otherwise, do not change considerably. In these capacities, it is relevant the importance given to the average years of schooling. Among the unitary sets, the highest capacity, of 0.49 for \( q = 4 \), is for this criterion. Among the binary sets, the highest is 0.69, for the set formed by expected and average years schooling. On the other end, the unitary set with the smallest capacity is education inequality, with a capacity of 0.14, and the binary set with the smallest capacity is formed by education inequality and the gender development index, with a capacity of 0.29.

In fact, for all values of \( q \), the higher importance, among the eight criteria, is given to the components of HDI related to education. They receive Shapley values around 0.16 and 0.24, respectively, in the first year, and around 0.14 and 0.27 in the second, against Shapley values around 0.1 for all other six criteria. The approaches based on previously assigning weights to balance the importance of the different dimensions would not allow for detection of differences like these.

Modeling the uncertainty with an asymmetric distribution makes difficult to anticipate which options will fall in each class, because the probabilities of being above and below the profile will be different for asymmetric distributions with the mode in a vector of values near the profile, shifting to the center. Then, to grant discrimination, a large number of broadly spaced initial classes is advisable. In the present application, where in the HDR a division of the countries in four classes is employed, this led to the use of an initial number of nine classes with their representative profiles spread over the whole range of possible evaluations.

Representative profiles for the nine classes are then built on the basis of the initial evaluations of the countries positioned at the ranks 19, 38, 57, 76, 113, 132, 151 and 170 and, for the central class, the arithmetic mean between those of the countries ranked as 94th and 95th. These profiles for the first year are shown in the columns headed by “Initial” in Table 1. The application of the algorithm of Section 2.2.1 to correct the cases where inversions are observed in these initial profiles eventually leads to the set of profiles shown in the columns headed by “Corrected” in Table 1. It can be seen in Table 1 that the main inversions are between values of classes 1 and 2.
and of classes 7 and 8. It can also be seen there that a large majority of initial values is preserved and the vectors of profiles obtained are clearly distinct.

### Table 1 – Profiles for the Nine Classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Longevity</th>
<th>Expected Schooling</th>
<th>Mean Schooling</th>
<th>Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Longevity</th>
<th>Education Inequality</th>
<th>Income Inequality</th>
<th>GDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 DISCUSSION

Except the worsening of the rank of those countries for which it was not possible to obtain an evaluation for some inequality component, few large changes with respect to HDI ranks without inequality adjustments are observed in the results obtained by the application of the conservative pessimistic CPP approach. The most noticeable falls in ranks with respect to those derived from HDI without inequality adjustment occur in the two years for Singapore and Liechtenstein, countries with HDIs among the 15 highest, and the most noticeable improvements for the republics of the former Soviet Union of Moldova and Tajikistan. In both years, African countries occupy the final 20 ranks and the lowest class by the different forms of composition, except for the presence of the countries of Yemen, and Afghanistan, countries enduring civil war.
The classification obtained for the last year, employing the capacities derived from the probabilities of minimization applying an R (R-Core-Team, 2016) procedure developed on purpose and the package kappalab (Grabisch, Kojadinovic & Meyer, 2008) is presented in Table 2, for \( q = 8 \). The R code is presented in Appendix 1.

Modeling with asymmetric triangular distributions, by offsetting the concentration of indicators in high values, produced the emptying of the classes represented by the profiles derived from the highest and the lowest deciles. Four classes, the same number used in the UNDP reports to divide the countries according to HDI, are still nonempty, even though the increase in the number of dimensions blends the countries and hinders discrimination. The names of the countries in classes 3 and 4 are preceded in Table 2 by a letter denoting its classification in the 2016 HDR: V, for Very High, H, for High, M, for Median, and L, for Low, to call attention to the effect of taking inequality into account. All countries in Class 2 are in the Low Development class in HDR and all countries in Class 5, except Belarus, are in the Very High Development class. All countries in Class 3 are in the Low or Median Development classes in HDR except Dominica, which is in the High Development Class. All countries in Class 4 are in the Median, High or Very High Development in HDR, with a clear dominance of High.

The results in Table 2 are similar to those obtained if interactions are not taken into account, with all the countries being classified by the different rules in the same classes or in contiguous classes. The same happened in the first year. The main quality of the methodology here developed, its power to extract information from the data by means of free comparison of the evaluations, leads, in this case, to a concentration of countries in Class 4.

The capacity generated was also used afterwards to compose new scores by Choquet integrals. In such composition by Choquet integrals the replacement by the minimum will affect considerably less the ranks of the countries with missing values. This implies that considering the interactions reduced the influence of one or more inequality criteria.

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the differences between the results by the two ranking rules are not large, corresponding to high rank correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904) for all values of \( q \). The correlation coefficient with the HDI ranking is above 0.9 for all forms of composition in both years.

5 CONCLUSION

The probabilistic composition takes into account the imprecision in the measurement of development indicators. This allowed here to combine the indicators by a rule naturally derived from emphasizing distance to worst performance in all dimensions. Another composition rule was derived from this first one by allowing for interaction. The possibility of interaction between up to eight components was considered. Both these rules neither involve weighting the components nor transformation of the original measurement other than the transformation into probabilities.

The main feature of the new index, besides the homogeneity due to the treatment of the components in probabilistic terms and the prioritization of the distances to the frontier of lowest values,
### Table 2 – Classification of 188 Countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
<th>Class 4 (cont.)</th>
<th>Class 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>L. Angola</td>
<td>H. Albania</td>
<td>H. Malaysia</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>M. Bangladesh</td>
<td>H. Algeria</td>
<td>H. Maldives</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>L. Benin</td>
<td>V. Andorra</td>
<td>H. Mauritius</td>
<td>Belarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African R.</td>
<td>M. Bhutan</td>
<td>H. Antigua &amp; Barbuda</td>
<td>H. Mexico</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>L. Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>V. Argentina</td>
<td>M. Micronesia</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>M. Cabo Verde</td>
<td>H. Armenia</td>
<td>M. Moldova</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>M. Cambodia</td>
<td>H. Azerbaijan</td>
<td>H. Mongolia</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>L. Comoros</td>
<td>V. Bahrain</td>
<td>M. Namibia</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>M. Congo</td>
<td>H. Barbados</td>
<td>V. New Zealand</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>L. Congo (D. R.)</td>
<td>H. Belize</td>
<td>M. Nicaragua</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>H. Dominica</td>
<td>M. Bolivia</td>
<td>H. Oman</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>M. Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td>H. Bosnia &amp; Herzegovina</td>
<td>H. Palau</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>M. Ghana</td>
<td>M. Botswana</td>
<td>M. Palestine</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>L. Haiti</td>
<td>H. Brazil</td>
<td>H. Panama</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>L. Kenya</td>
<td>V. Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>M. Paraguay</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>M. Kiribati</td>
<td>H. Bulgaria</td>
<td>H. Peru</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>M. Laos</td>
<td>V. Chile</td>
<td>M. Philippines</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Lesotho</td>
<td>H. China</td>
<td>V. Portugal</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Liberia</td>
<td>H. Colombia</td>
<td>V. Qatar</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Madagascar</td>
<td>H. Costa Rica</td>
<td>H. Romania</td>
<td>Korea (Rep.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Malawi</td>
<td>H. Cuba</td>
<td>H. Russian Federation</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Mauritania</td>
<td>H. Dominican R.</td>
<td>H. Saint Kitts &amp; Nevis</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Morocco</td>
<td>H. Ecuador</td>
<td>H. Saint Lucia</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Myanmar</td>
<td>M. Egypt</td>
<td>H. Saint Vincent &amp; Grenadines</td>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Nepal</td>
<td>M. El Salvador</td>
<td>H. Samo</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Nigeria</td>
<td>H. Fiji</td>
<td>V. Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Pakistan</td>
<td>M. Gabon</td>
<td>H. Serbia</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>H. Georgia</td>
<td>H. Seychelles</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Rwanda</td>
<td>H. Grenada</td>
<td>V. Singapore</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Sao Tome &amp; Principe</td>
<td>M. Guatemala</td>
<td>M. South Africa</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Senegal</td>
<td>M. Guyana</td>
<td>H. Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Solomon Islands</td>
<td>M. Honduras</td>
<td>H. Suriname</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Swaziland</td>
<td>V. Hong Kong</td>
<td>H. Tajikistan</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>M. India</td>
<td>H. Thailand</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Tanzania</td>
<td>M. Indonesia</td>
<td>H. Tonga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Timor-Leste</td>
<td>H. Iran</td>
<td>H. Trinidad &amp; Tobago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Togo</td>
<td>M. Iraq</td>
<td>H. Tunisia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Uganda</td>
<td>H. Jamaica</td>
<td>H. Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Zambia</td>
<td>H. Jordan</td>
<td>M. Turkmenistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Zimbabwe</td>
<td>H. Kazakhstan</td>
<td>H. Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Kuwait</td>
<td>V. United Arab Emirates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>H. Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Lebanon</td>
<td>M. Uzbekistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Libya</td>
<td>M. Vanuatu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Liechtenstein</td>
<td>H. Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Macedonia</td>
<td>M. Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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is the importance attached to inequality. To the original components of HDI four indicators of development in the direction of inequality reduction were added. Thus the new index directly combines eight components. This same structure of composition may be applied to include a larger set of dimensions in the index.

In addition to the ranking of countries in terms of probabilities of not reaching the extremes of worst evaluation, it was performed a classification in a limited number of ordered classes. This resulted in the classification of countries into four classes. For this application, an algorithm of building ordered representative profiles was produced. Again, automatic composition rules were employed based on simple probabilistic comparisons.

Missing data on the inequality dimensions were dealt with by assigning the smallest observed values in each component to the countries with no measurement available. This affects more the ranking based on the computation of joint probabilities. The other form of combination, by a Choquet integral with respect to the capacity obtained allowing for interaction between all the criteria, resulted in final ranks closer to those obtained without the addition of the four inequality dimensions. If classification is performed instead of ranking, the composition by joint probability and by the Choquet integral led to similar results.
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APPENDIX 1

#probabilistic transformation
A <- as.matrix(read.table("HDI2015lnpercapita.txt"))
ASAI<-A
dtriang<-function(x, y) {ifelse (x+y & y>0, 2*x/y, 2*(1-x)/(1-y))}
ptriangmin<-function(x, y) {ifelse (x+y & y>0, x*x/y, (1-x)*(1-x)/(1-y))}
for (j in 1:ncol(A))
  for (i in 1:nrow (A))
    {ASAI[i,j]<-(integrate(Vectorize(function(x)
      {prod(ptriangmin(x,A[,j][-i]))*dtriang(x,A[,j][i])}),0,1))$value}
write.table(ASAI, file="probminHDI2015ln.txt")

#capacity generation
A1<-1-ASAI
A2 <- rep(2, times=nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A2)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A3<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A3)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A4<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-3) * (ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A4)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-3, ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A5<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-4) * (ncol(A)-3)
  *(ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A5)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-4, ncol(A)-3, ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A6<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-5) * (ncol(A)-4)
  *(ncol(A)-3) * (ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A6)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-5, ncol(A)-4, ncol(A)-3, ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A7<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-6) * (ncol(A)-5)
  *(ncol(A)-4) * (ncol(A)-3) * (ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A7)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-6, ncol(A)-5, ncol(A)-4, ncol(A)-3, ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A));
A8<- rep(2, times= nrow(A)+1) * (ncol(A)-7) * (ncol(A)-6)
  *(ncol(A)-5) * (ncol(A)-4) * (ncol(A)-3) * (ncol(A)-2) * (ncol(A)-1) * ncol(A))
dim(A8)<-(nrow(A), ncol(A)-7, ncol(A)-6, ncol(A)-5, ncol(A)-4, ncol(A)-3, ncol(A)-2, ncol(A)-1, ncol(A))
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
  for (j in 1:ncol(A))
    for (k in 1:ncol(A))
      A2[i,k,j]<-1-A1[i,j] * AI[i,j+k])
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
  for (j in 1:ncol(A))
    for (k in 1:ncol(A))
      A2[i,k,j]<-1-A1[i,j] * A3[i,j+k])
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for (i in 1:nrow(A))
for (j in 1:ncol(A) - 3)
for (k in 1:ncol(A) - j - 2)
for (m in 1:ncol(A) - j - k - 1)
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
for (j in 1:ncol(A) - 4)
for (k in 1:ncol(A) - j - 3)
for (m in 1:ncol(A) - j - k - 2)
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
for (j in 1:ncol(A) - 5)
for (k in 1:ncol(A) - j - 4)
for (m in 1:ncol(A) - j - k - 3)
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{AA[i,]<-c(ASAI[i,],A2[i,,,],A3[i,,],A4[i,,,,],A5[i,,,,,],A6[i,,,,,,],A7[i,,,,,,,,])
}
D<-rep(0,times= ncol(A)+ncol(A)*(ncol(A)-1)+ncol(A)*(ncol(A)-1)
*ncol(A)-2)+ncol(A-1)+ncol(A-2)+ncol(A-3)+ncol(A-4)+ncol(A-5)+ncol(A-6))
for (i in 1:ncol(D))
{D[i]<-max(AA[,i])
}
E<-D[D<2]
F<-max(E)
E<-E/F

library(kappalab)
B<-as.matrix(read.table("9PERFIS01d12015ln.txt"))
Acima<-rep(1,times=nrow(A)*nrow(B)*ncol(B))
Abaixo<-Acima
dim(Acima)<-c(nrow(A),nrow(B),ncol(B))
dim(Abaixo)<-c(nrow(A),nrow(B),ncol(B))
IDHacima<- rep(1,times=nrow(A))
IDHabaixo<-IDHacima
classes<-IDHacima
dim(IDHacima)<-c(nrow(A),nrow(B))
dim(IDHabaixo)<-c(nrow(A),nrow(B))
dim(classes)<-c(nrow(A),nrow(B))
dtriang<-function(x, y) {ifelse (x<=y & y>0, 2*x/y, 2*(1-x)/(1-y))}
ptriang<-function(x, y) {ifelse (x<=y & y>0, x*x/y, 1- (1-x)*(1-x)/(1-y))}
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{for (j in 1:nrow(B))
{Acima[i,j]<-dtriang(B[j,k],A[i,k])
Abaixo[i,j]<-1-ptriang(B[j,k],A[i,k])
}
}
cpp<-capacity(c(0,E))
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{for (j in 1:nrow(B))
{IDHacima[i,j]<- Choquet.integral(cpp,Acima[i,j])
IDHabaixo[i,j] <- Choquet.integral(cpp,Abaixo[i,j])
}
}
cp<--IDHacima-IDHabaixo
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{for (j in 1:nrow(B))
{E<--max(E)
}
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```r
#alternative classification
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{for (j in 1:nrow(B))
{IDHabaixo[i,j]<-prod(Abaixo[i,j])
IDHacima[i,j]<-prod(Acima[i,j])
C<IDHacima-IDHabaixo
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
{for (j in 1:nrow(B))
{Classes[i,j]<-ifelse(abs(C[i,j])==min(abs(C[i,])), j, "")
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
Class[i]<-max(Classes[i,])
write.table(Class, file="ClassesprodutoHDI2015ln.txt")
#rankings
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
Class[i]<-prod(1-ASAI[i,])
write.table(Class, file="independentscoreHDI2015ln.txt")
for (i in 1:nrow(A))
Class[i]<- Choquet.integral(cpp,1-ASAI[i,])
write.table(Class, file="dependentscoreHDI2015ln.txt")
```